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1. How do you justify the view that the level of excellence of the 

Gupta numismatic art is not at all noticeable in later times? (150 

words) 

 

Answer :  

The issue of regular dynastic coins began between the 2nd century 

B.CE and 2nd century C.E by the Indo-Greeks, the Saka Pahlavas 

and the Kushanas.It is with the Kushanas that a variety of 

interesting features emerge in Indian coinage. 

However for sheer variety aesthetic sensitivity and rich narrative 

content, the Gupta gold coins remain unsurpassed by any other 

coinage of ancient India. With the Gupta coinage ( 4th-6th 

century) begins aprocess of indigenization, Greek and West Asian 

deities got replaced by Indian divinities and Greek legends by 

Brahmi. Apart from legitimizing dynastic succession, Gupta gold 

coins commemorate significant socio-political events like 

marriage alliances ( king and queen type of coin of 

Chandragupta I ) and artistic and personal accomplishments of 

royal members ( Yrist, Archer , Horseman , Lion slayer ). The 

iconographic representation of Puranic deities indicating the 

religious predilections of the Gupta monarch and coin legends 

with royal titles are also significant landmarks. 

The South Indian coinage tradition of the early period is 

conservative, the only exception being that of the Satavahanas 

whose coins with potraits and bilingual legends were inspired by 

the Kshatrapa types. 

Medieval Indian coinage represented by the Arab, Sultanate and 

Mughal coins is dominated by Islamic traditions. Religious formulae 

such as Kalima and name of Caliphs were incorporated in coins.  

During the medieval times there was a decline in the aesthetic 

quality of coins and in their message content. Many coins are 

devoid of names or titles and therefore difficult to associate with a 

particular king. 
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The European and English trading companies brought with them 

their respective currencies such as the Dutch Stuiver, Venetian 

Ducat , Portuguese Cruzado and English Anglina and Carolina. 

However imitation of local coins was a common practice among 

the trading companies with Vijaynagar coins providing well known 

prototypes. 

 

2. Clarify how mid-eighteenth century India was beset with the 

spectre of a fragmented polity.  (150 words) 

 

Answer : The edifice of the Mughal central structure began to 

crumble in the 18th century under the weight of its own inner 

contradictions. Whatever the level of its military and cultural 

achievements , the Mughal rulers failed to create any national 

feeling or corporate spirit among the heterogeneous population. 

Revolts and desertion assumed alarming proportions during the 

18th century when weak Mughal emperors succeeded one 

another in quick succession. 

In Northern India a triangular struggle for an empire ensued 

between three contenders – The Mughals , the Afghans and the 

Marathas. The Afghans under Ahmed Shah Abdali , the Marathas 

under the Peshwas humbled the Mughal emperors and 

decimated the size of the Mughal empire. 

In the South too a triangular struggle for political supremacy 

ensued between three Indian powers – The Marathas , the Nizams 

and the Mysoreans. Another triangular contest between three 

European Companies –the Dutch, the English and the French- 

complicated the political scenario. The six powers entered into 

intrigues and conspiracies , organised plots and counterplots and 

formed combinations and alliances which baffled all political 

analyst‟s. 

 

3. Why did the „Moderates‟ failed to carry conviction with the 

nation about their proclaimed ideology and political goals by 

the end of the nineteenth century?  (150 words) 

 

Answer : Moderates believed that India lacked some of the 

essential elements which constituted a nation and it was the British 

rule that was keeping India together. 

As such Moderate leaders did not see any alternative to British rule 
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In the foreseeable future. Their patriotism therefore demanded 

that they should be loyal to the British raj for any termination of 

British rule was likely to be detrimental to Indian national interest. 

Moderate leaders desired all round progress and modernisation of 

India – social reform, modern education , industrial and economic 

development of India. They earnestly wished the betterment of 

Indian society and worked to lessen he harshness of British rule. 

 

The congress of the nineteenth century suffered from some 

inherent weaknesses , the most significant of them being uneven 

representation and total exclusion of the non-elite groups of 

Indian society. Geographically also it was the three presidencies 

that were dominating the membership of Congress . 

 In its political behaviour INC in its early career was never a radical 

organisation as the culture of open opposition to the government 

had not yet taken roots. They were cautious reformers seeking to 

alleviate certain unpleasant aspects of British rule. 

 

4. What problems are germane to the decolonization process in 

the Malay Peninsula?  (150 words) 

 

Answer : Malaya was liberated from Japanese occupation in 

1945.  

There were two difficult problems to be faced before the British 

were prepared to withdraw from Malay peninsula : 

1. It was a complex area which would be difficult to organize: It 

consisted of 9 states each ruled by a sultan , two British 

settlements, Malacca and Penang and Singapore , a small island 

less than a mile from the mainland. The population was mainly 

multiracial. In preparation for independence it was decided to 

group the states and the settlements into the federation of 

Malaya while Singapore remained a separate colony. Each state 

had its own legislature for local affairs, the sultans retained some 

power but the central government had firm overall control. All 

adults had the vote and this meant that the Malays, the largest 

group , usually dominated affairs. 

2. Chinese communist guerrillas led by Chin Peng , who had 

played a leading role in the resistance to the Japanese , now 

began to stir up strikes and violence against the British, in support 

of an independent communist state. The British decided to 
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declare a state of emergency in 1948 and in the end they dealt 

with the s=communists successfully though it took time and the 

state of emergency remained in force till 1960. 

 

5. How does the Juno Mission of NASA help to understand the 

origin and evolution of the Earth?  (150 words) 

 

Answer : Features of Jupiter : Jupiter is the largest planet in our 

solar system. It is also the oldest planet in our solar system. It is a 

gas giant planet. Its atmosphere is made up of mostly hydrogen 

gas and helium gas like the sun.  The atmosphere of Jupiter is 

more in common with the Sun than with any other planet. 

Jupiter‟s mass is 300 times more than that of the earth which has 

given it a strong gravity that has allowed it keep hold of all the 

material it ever contained . This property of Jupiter has effectively 

made it a time capsule of our solar system. 

 

Theories about solar system formation all begin with the collapse 

of a giant cloud of gas and dust, or nebula, most of which formed 

the infant sun, our star. Like the sun, Jupiter is mostly hydrogen and 

helium, so it must have formed early, capturing most of the 

material left after our star ( sun )came to be. How this happened, 

however, is unclear. Did a massive planetary core form first and 

capture all that gas gravitationally, or did an unstable region 

collapse inside the nebula, triggering the planet's formation? Juno 

seeks to provide answer to the above questions. 

Even more importantly, the composition and role of icy 

planetesimals, or small protoplanets, in planetary formation hangs 

in the balance - and with them, the origin of Earth and other 

terrestrial planets. Icy planetesimals likely were the carriers of 

materials like water and carbon compounds that are the  

Juno will measure the amount of water and ammonia in Jupiter's 

atmosphere and help determine if the planet has a core of heavy 

elements, constraining models on the origin of this giant planet 

and thereby the solar system. By mapping Jupiter's gravitational 

and magnetic fields, Juno will reveal the planet's interior structure 

and measure the mass of the core. 
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6. “Inspite of adverse environmental impact, coal mining is still 

inevitable for development”. Discuss  (150 words) 

 

Answer : Following are some of the adverse impacts of coal 

mining: 

1. Subsidence – Collapse of earth into underground mines , or 

subsidence. 

2. Underground mines bring toxins to the surface. 

3. Coal Mining releases methane into the atmosphere. 

4. Coal fires can burn for decades or even centuries , releasing fly 

ash and smoke laden with green house gases and toxic 

chemicals. 

5. When coal and other rocks unearthed during mining mix with 

water, it creates acid mine drainage. 

 

Why Coal mining is still inevitable : 

 

1. Cheap source of electricity .India‟s present energy mix consists 

of 55% coal , 30% oil , 9% natural gas and 2% is renewable energy. 

In the electricity generation in India, thermal power dominates 

with 60% of total installed capacity and within that 3/4th comes 

from coal based thermal power plants. While India‟s  aims to 

increase the renewable energy capacity to 175 GW by 2022, still 

at Paris Agreement India has committed to increase the share of 

non-fossil power generation to 40% of our installed capacity in 

proportionate terms. 

2. Growing demand for electricity both for industrial development 

and also for uplifting millions from below the poverty levels. 

3. Absence of cheap and simple technology for electricity 

generation like coal. 

4. Large volatility in the prices of oil and natural gas. Natural gas 

prices have increased in 2017 which has given a boost to coal 

mining industry. 

 

However  

1. India has signed the Paris Agreement and there is a renewed 

push towards renewable energy.  

2. Many Asian countries – China and India have set voluntary 

targets for capping their emission intensity . 
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7. Mention the advantages of the cultivation of pulses because of 

which the year 2016 was declared as the International Year of 

Pulses by United Nations.  (150 words) 

 

Answer : Importance of pulses : 

1. Pulses are rich in proteins and found to be main source of 

protein to vegetarian people of India. 

2. It is second important constituent of Indian diet after cereals. 

3. They can be grown on all types of soil and climatic conditions. 

4. They give ready cash to farmer. 

5. Pulses being legumes fix atmospheric nitrogen into the soil. 

6. They play important role in crop rotation, mixed and 

intercropping, as they help maintaining the soil fertility. 

7. They add organic matter into the soil in the form of leaf mould. 

8. Pulses are generally not manured or requires less manuring. 

9. They are helpful for checking the soil erosion as they have more 

leafy growth and close spacing. 

10. They supply additional fodder for cattle. 

11. Some pulses are turned into soil as green manure crops. 

12. Majority pulses crops are short durational so that second crop 

may be taken on same land in a year. 

13. They provide raw material to various industries. 

Ex. Dal industry, Roasted grain industry, Papad industry etc. 

 

 

8. How does the cryosphere affect global climate?  (150 words) 

 

Answer : 

 

1. Melting Ice Causes More Warming : When solar radiation hits 

snow and ice approximately 90% of it is reflected back out to 

space.  

As global warming causes more snow and ice to melt each 

summer , the ocean and land that were underneath the ice are 

exposed at the Earth‟s surface. Because they are darker in colour , 
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the ocean and land absorb more incoming solar radiation and 

then release the heat to the atmosphere. 

2. Melting Permafrost Releases greenhouse Gas : Global warming 

is causing soils in the polar regions that have been frozen for as 

much as 40000 years to thaw. As they thaw , carbon trapped 

within the soils is released into the atmosphere as methane a 

powerful greenhouse gas. The methane released to the 

atmosphere causes more global warming , which then melts more 

of the frozen soils. 

3. Less Ice on Land means Sea Level Rises : Sea level has been 

rising about 1-2 millimetres each year as the Earth has become  

warmer. Some of the sea level rise due to melting glaciers and ice 

sheets which add water to the oceans that was once trapped on 

land. 

 

Acting like a highly reflective blanket, the cryosphere protects 

Earth from getting too warm. Snow and ice reflect more sunlight 

than open water or bare ground. The presence or absence of 

snow and ice affects heating and cooling over the Earth's surface, 

influencing the entire planet's energy balance. Changes in snow 

and ice cover affect air temperatures, sea levels, ocean currents, 

and storm patterns all over the world. 

 

  

Just as changes in the cryosphere can influence climate, changes 

in climate can also dramatically alter the Earth's snow- and ice-

covered areas. Unlike other substances found on the Earth, snow 

and ice exist relatively close to their melting points and can easily 

change back and forth between solid and liquid. With just slight 

variations in Earth's temperature, thousands of square miles of 

snow and ice can accumulate or melt, making the cryosphere 

one of the most powerful indicators of climate and climate 

change. 

 

 

9. In the context of the diversity of India, can it be said that the 

regions form cultural units rather than the States? Give reasons 

with examples for your view point.  (150 words) 
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Answer : Indian states that were created after Fazl Ali commission 

were based on the following principles : 

a. Preservation and strengthening of the unity and security of the 

country. 

b. Linguistic and cultural homogeneity. 

c. Financial, economic and administrative considerations. 

d. Planning and promotion of the welfare of the people in each 

state as well as of the nation as a whole. 

Thus it can be seen from above that although cultural 

homogeneity was a criteria for formation of new state it was not 

the sole criteria. This has led to situation where various regions 

which constitute as a cultural unit are clubbed together wthin the 

ambit of an administrative state. 

Jammu and Kashmir state is a classic example of three regions ( 

Jammu , Leh and Kashmir ) forming three different cultural units 

but still it constitutes one state.  

Similarly Uttar Pradesh and Bihar have various cultural regions such 

as – Rohelkhand, Braj Oudh, Bhojpur, Mithila and Magadh. 

 

The reason why regions form cultural units in India are : 

1. The large geographical expanse of the country has helped in 

creating large cultural diversity within the country and also within 

the state. 

2. Uneven model of development has allowed migration patterns 

that have created various cultural regions within state. 

3. Historical reasons : Different regions where under different rules 

in the past which allowed them to maintain their culture but after 

reorganisation of state based on administrative convenience they 

have become part of a state which has a different culture. Eg 

Belgaum in Karnataka. 

 

10. What are the two major legal initiatives by the State since 

Independence addressing discrimination against Scheduled 

Tribes(STs)?  (250 words) 

 

Answer : The two major legal initiatives by the State since 

Independence addressing discrimination against Scheduled Tribes 

are : Forest Rights Act and PESA . 

The Forest Rights Act 2006 provides the following: 

a. Tenurial Security and access rights to forest dwellers 
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b. Right to hold and live in forest land under individual or 

common occupation for habitation or for the self-cultivation for 

livelihood. 

c. Right of ownership access to collect, use and dispose of minor 

forest produce that has been traditionally collected within or 

outside the village boundaries. 

d. Other community rights such as on fish and water bodies. 

e.Rights of settlement and conversion of forest 

villages into revenue villages. 

As per the act, Gram Sabha plays pivotal role in ensuring the rights 

of the forest dwellers, decision making, planning and 

management for Joint Forest Management. 

 

Salient Provisions of PESA Act- It seeks to extend the provision of 

73rd constitution Amendment Act to 5th schedule areas. 

a. In the Schedule areas, every village will have a Gram 

Sabha consisting of persons whose names are included in the 

electoral rolls for the Panchayats at the village level. 

b. In the schedule areas, there will be a minimum of 50% seats 

reservation for Scheduled Tribes (STs) at all the tiers of 

Panchayats. 

c. If the area has different tribal communities, the reservation of 

different tribal communities shall be on the basis of proportion to 

their population. 

d. The chairpersons at all levels of the Panchayats in Schedule 

areas shall be reserved for STs. 

e. If there are no ST members at intermediate or district level 

Panchayats, the state government shall nominate such 

underrepresented STs by maximum of one-tenth of the total 

elected members of the Panchayats. 

f. Every legislation on the Panchayats in scheduled area shall be 

in conformity with the customary law, social and religious 

practices and traditional management practice of the 

community resources. 
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11. The spirit of tolerance and love is not only an interesting 

feature of Indian society from very early times, but it is also 

playing an important part at the present. Elaborate.  (250 

words) 

 

Answer : The spirit of tolerance and love in India : 

Indian culture , over the last three millennia has successfully but 

quietly observed the best assimilable parts from other religions and 

cultures, from time to time and integrated them into itself. 

The secular character of Indian culture is a result of the 

intermingling of people belonging to diverse cultural groups over 

a long period of time. There have been instances of occasional 

conflicts here and there , but by and large people have lived 

together peacefully for centuries. 

The popular cultural traditions of India are the best examples of 

such cultural synthesis in which a large number of people 

belonging to different religious groups come together. 

 

Reasons for Spirit of love and tolerance in modern times : 

1. The Indian Constitution declares India to be a secular country. 

Everyone is free to profess, practice and propagate any religion of 

his/her own choice. The state has no religion of its own and all 

religions are treated equally by the state. 

2. India has a democratic polity, active judiciary , strong media 

and a vibrant civil society which ensures a check on rise of any 

fundamentalism within the society. 

3. The forms of religions practiced in India – for eg Sufism and 

Bhakti tradition help in promoting love and affection among the 

members of the society. India has not accepted Wahhabist 

ideology of Islam. 

4. Indian belief system of Vaudhaiva Kutumbakam has allowed us 

to accept people from different religions and geographical 

territory easily. 

5. India has had leaders which promote peace and love and our  

( Mahatma Gandhi , Swami Vivekananda )freedom struggle is an 

example of the same. 

 

The importance of tolerance is greater in modern times than in 

ancient times. Now, the world has become very narrow. Intolerant 

attitude will have more fatal consequences than in the past 
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12. Examine how the decline of traditional artisanal industry in 

colonial India crippled the rural economy.  (250 words) 

 

Answer : British rule in India caused a transformation of India‟s 

economy into a colonial economy. 

Cheap and machine made imports flooded the Indian market 

after the Charter act of 1813 allowing one-way free trade for the 

British citizens. On the other hand , Indian products found it more 

and more difficult to penetrate the European markets. After 1820 

European markets were virtually closed to Indian exports. The 

newly introduced rail network helped the European products to 

reach the remotest corners of the country. 

 

The loss of traditional livelihood was not accompanied by a 

process of industrialisation in India , as had happened in other 

rapidly industrialising countries of the time. This resulted in 

deindustrialisation of India at a time when Europe was witnessing a 

reintensified Industrial Revolution. This happened at a time when 

Indian artisans and handicraftsmen were already feeling the 

crunch due to loss of patronage by princes and the nobility who 

were now under the influence of new western tastes and values. 

 

Another feature of deindustrialisation was the decline of many 

cities and a process of ruralisation of India. Many artisans faced 

with diminishing returns and repressive policies ( in Bengal during 

the Company‟s rule, artisans were paid low wages and forced to 

sell their products at low prices ), abandoned their professions, 

moved to villages and took to agriculture. This resulted in 

increased pressure on land.  An overburdened agriculture sector 

was a major cause of poverty during British rules and this upset the 

village economic set-up. From being a  net exporter , India 

became a net importer.  

 

13. Highlight the importance of the new objectives that got 

added to the vision of Indian Independence since the twenties 

of the last century.  (250 words) 

 

Answer : The new objectives that got added since the twenties of 

last century were : 
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1. The forces that produced new challenge to the Indian National 

movement were : Communist movement which had started 

taking shape in the country since 1920‟s .Revolutionary movement 

also had blossomed during the 1920-30 period , where the 

revolutionaries had felt that the Non Cooperation Movement had 

failed to achieve its objective.Rise of communal forces within the 

national movement – both majoritarian as well as minority 

communal forces were taking root in the Indian society. 

 

2.The first and immediate objective was to shape a nation that 

was united, yet accommodative of the diversity in our society. 

Due to the large landscape, different cultures with different 

regions and religions, variety of spoken languages, many people 

widely believed that a country with such amount of diversity could 

not remain together for long. 

 

3. The second objective was to establish democracy. India aimed 

at adopting representative democracy based on the 

parliamentary form of government. These features strived to 

ensure that the political competition would take place in a 

democratic framework. The challenge was to develop a culture 

of democratic practices within the Indian polity. 

 

4. The third objective was to ensure inclusive development and 

well-being of the entire society. Due to the widespread poverty, 

the real challenge was to evolve effective polices for economic 

development and eradication of poverty.  

 

 

 

14. Account for variations in oceanic salinity and discuss its multi-

dimensional effects.  (250 words) 

 

Answer : Factors Affecting Ocean Salinity 

1. Evaporation and Precipitation :The salinity of water in the 

surface layer of oceans depend mainly on evaporation and 

precipitation. 
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2. Influx of River Water : Surface salinity is greatly influenced in 

coastal regions by the fresh water flow from rivers, and in polar 

regions by the processes of freezing and thawing of ice. 

3. Wind, also influences salinity of an area by transferring water to 

other areas.  

4. Circulation of Oceanic water :The ocean currents contribute to 

the salinity variations. 

Salinity, temperature and density of water are interrelated. Hence, 

any change in the temperature or density influences the salinity of 

an area. 

Significance of Salinity : 

 

1. The freezing and boiling points are greatly affected and 

controlled by addition or subtracted of salts in seawater. 

The saline water freezes slowly in comparison to fresh water.  

2. Salinity and density of seawater are positively correlated i.e the 

salinity of seawater increases its density because solutes ( salts ) in 

water have greater atomic weight than the molecules of fresh 

water. 

3. Spatial variation in seawater salinity becomes potent factor in 

the origin of ocean currents. 

4. The ocean salinity affects the marine organisms and plant 

community. 

5. Evaporation is controlled by salinity of the oceans. Salts in water 

lowers the rate of evaporation in the oceans. Thus more saline 

water is less evaporated than less saline water.  

 

 

15. Petroleum refineries are not necessarily located nearer to 

crude oil producing areas, particularly in many of the 

developing countries. Explain its implications.  (250 words) 

 

Answer : Petroleum refineries are situated at the following two 

places in developing countries : 

a. Near the Market 

b. At the intermediate break of the bulk location ( ports / coastal 

location ).  
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The reason of petroleum refineries not being set up at raw material 

site in developing countries are : Fear of MNC from nationalization 

of refineries by developing countries government . Petroleum is 

finite and once it is exhausted the entire cost of setting upthe 

plant would go waste. 

 

Implications for developing countries : 

However the establishment of petroleum refineries away from the 

developing countries crude oil processing areas is affecting the 

employment opportunity which could have been created in 

developing country.  

Increased cost of processing : It affects the economy of the 

developing country as they have to import refined oil at higher 

price from the developed countries. 

Large wastage of crude oil in processing by the other countries. 

 

Benefits : Less environment pollution in developing countries. 

 

Implications for developed countries : 

Benefits : Cheaper source of oil from refinery. 

The refinery can use raw material supply from more than one oil 

field . There is growing demand of environmental activism which is 

demanding closure of these refineries. 

Create employment opportunities in the developed countries. 

 

Negatives :  

Environment pollution due to establishment of petroleum 

refineries. 

Threats of terrorist attack to the refineries. 

 

16. In what way can floods be converted into a sustainable 

source of irrigation and all-weather inland navigation in India?  

(250 words) 

 

Answer : Floods can be used as a sustainable source of irrigation 

by adopting the following methods : 

1. Dams and reservoirs : Large dams have played a significant role 

in reducing damage by way of flood moderation. Eg :Damodar 

Valley Corporation. 
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2. Underground Taming of Flood initiative :The UTFI is an innovative 

approach to reducing the risk of catastrophic flooding while at 

the same time boosting food production. It involves methods of 

trapping and storing seasonal floodwater and using this water for 

irrigation during the dry season. UTFI helps in recharging the 

underground water table. 

3. Natural detention basins : it is an excavated area installed on , 

or adjacent to tributaries of rivers, streams , lakes or bays to 

protect against flooding . The water from these basins can then 

be used for irrigation purpose. 

4. Diverting flood waters using Pipelines :Eg SAUNI Irrigation 

project. 

 

Flood water as a source for Inland Water Transportation : 

 Inland navigation is considered to be an energy saving mode 

of transport. It requires the maintenance of a specified water 

depth and width depending upon the size of vessels expected 

to use that waterway. This necessitates the release of 

adequate discharges. 

 The detention of water in upstream storages may put some of 

the existing navigable waterways out of use unless adequate 

provision is made to release sufficient water downstream. 

Therefore, the discharge required to be made for maintaining 

the required water depth in the reaches of river planned for 

inland navigation should be made. 

 Sometimes water released for some other purpose may 

simultaneously serve the requirements of navigation. Efforts 

should be made to plan such complimentary uses as far as 

possible. 

 Prevention of run off and preservation of water should be 

planned in all rivers to retain the present discharge level and to 

augment the lean season discharge which would not only 

facilitate improved navigability but also result in availability of 

water for other purposes. 

 In all multi-purpose projects in water resource management, 

the navigational component should be identified at the 

inspection stage and provisions made to derive the maximum 

navigational potential. 

 This is applicable in case of dams‟ canalisation and also in 

planning of diversions as part of flood season. 
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 Preservation of existing canals, lakes etc. is an essential 

ingredient of environmental protection. 

 In case of taking up multipurpose projects on any river the 

navigational requirement should be kept in view for which a list 

of navigable waterways in the country is enclosed. 

 

 

 

17. What characteristics can be assigned to monsoon climate 

that succeeds in feeding more than 50 percent of the world 

population residing in Monsoon Asia?  (250 words) 

 

Answer : Monsoon is defined as the change of wind direction due 

to seasons . Mechanisms that play an important role in the 

occurrence of Monsoon are : 

1. Heat Difference between Continents and Oceans 

2. Coriolis Force by Rotation of the Earth 

3. Role of Water : Energy Release / Absorption by Phase change  

 

The characteristics of South Asian Monsoon climate are: 

1. The seasonal change of wind due to heating of land and sea. 

2. Humid summer and dry winter. In Asian region , summer 

monsoon starts to develop from Mid – May and continues till 

September or October and has much rainfall with flowed lower 

winds. Monsoon rainfall is seasonal in character. 

3. Monsoonal rainfall is largely governed by relief or topography. 

4. The monsoon rainfall has a declining trend with increasing 

distance from the sea. 

5. The monsoon rains occur in wet spells o few days duration at a 

time. This wet spells are interspersed with rainless interval known as 

“ breaks “. These breaks in rainfall are related to the cyclonic 

depressions mainly formed at the head of the Bay of Bengal ad 

their crossing into the mainland. Besides the frequency and 

intensity of these depressions, the passage followed by them 

determines the spatial distribution of rainfall. 

6. The summer rainfall comes in a heavy downpour leading to 

considerable run off and soil erosion. 

 

The characteristic of East Asian Monsoon : 
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1. The East Asian monsoon is a monsoonal flow that carries moist 

air from the Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean to East Asia. It is 

driven by temperature differences between the Asian continent 

and the Pacific Ocean. The East Asian monsoon is divided into a 

warm and wet summer monsoon and a cold and dry winter 

monsoon.The monsoon influences weather patterns as far north 

as Siberia, causing wet summers that contrasts the cold and dry 

winters caused by the Siberian High, which counterbalances the 

monsoon's effect on northerly latitudes. 

In most years, the monsoonal flow shifts in a very predictable 

pattern, with winds being southeasterly in late June, bringing 

significant rainfall to the Korean Peninsula and Japan (in Taiwan 

and Okinawa this flow starts in May). This leads to a reliable 

precipitation spike in July and August. However, this pattern 

occasionally fails, leading to drought and crop failure. In the 

winter, the winds are northeasterly and the monsoonal 

precipitation bands move back to the south, and intense 

precipitation occurs over southern China and Taiwan. 

 

 

18. The women‟s questions arose in modern India as a part of the 

19th century social reform movement. What are the major 

issues and debates concerning women in that period?  (250 

words) 

 

Answer : Major Issues and debates : 

1. Women Education : While the education of women was not 

unknown in India a great deal of prejudice against it existed. 

Some even believed that educated women would lose their 

husbands. The first steps in giving a modern education to girls were 

taken by the missionaries in 821 but these efforts were marred by 

the emphasis on Christian religious education. The young girl 

students were shouted at and abused and sometimes even their 

parents were subjected to social boycott. 

 

2. Widow Remarriage : The widows were not allowed to remarry as 

per the Hindu traditions.Pandit Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar played 

an active role in promoting widow remarriage . It was due to his 

efforts that Hindu Widows Remarriage Act 1856 was passed. 
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3. Sati : Influenced by the frontal attack launched by Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy , The Government declared the practice of Sati or the 

burning alive of widows illegal and punishable by criminal courts. 

 

4. Child Marriage : Child Marriage was very prevalent in 19th 

century India. In 1891 Age of Consent Act was enacted which 

capped the marriage age for girls to 12.  However their was 

resistance in increasing the age of marriage for girls as one school 

of national leaders believed that any change to India‟s religious 

laws should come from Indians which was possible only when 

India gets Independence. 

 

5. Women foeticide and infanticide : The practice of murdering 

female infants immediately after birth was common among upper 

class Bengalis and Rajputs who considered females to be an 

economic burden. 

 

6. Low status to women in the society : Women were generally 

accorded a low status and were considered to be inferior 

adjuncts to men, with no identity of their own. Their desire to give 

expression to their talents and energies were further suppressed by 

practices such as purdah, early marriage etc. The Hindu women 

had no right to inherit property or to terminate an undesirable 

marriage. Muslim women could inherit but only half as much as 

men could. Polygamy was prevalent in both Hindus and Muslims. 

 

 

19. Distinguish between religiousness/religiosity and communalism 

giving one example of how the former has got transformed into 

the latter in independent India.  (250 words) 

 

Answer : Religiosity implies one who has strong religious feeling or 

belief. In religiousness person does not have have hatred towards 

other community members . It is essentially based only on the 

degree of religious practice that one follows. 

 

Communalism can be considered as an ideology which states 

that society is divided into religious communities whose interests 

differ and are at times even opposed to each other. The 
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antagonism practised by members of one community against the 

people of other community and religion is termed as 

communalism. Communalism also implies political trade in 

religion. 

One of the major reasons for transformation of religiosity into 

communalism is politicisation of religion. Religious person is one 

who is a “ man of religion “ while communal person is one who 

practices politics by linking it with religion. 

Religiosity has often transformed into communalism in 

Independent India , which can be explained with the help of 

following example : 

1. Ban on cow slaughter : Cow is an animal that is sacred to the 

Hindus . Hindus have been worshipping cows since ages. While on 

the other hand there is a perception in the society that only 

Muslims are involved in slaughter of cow . This has led to 

polarisation among the societies on grounds of animal , which has 

often led to communal riots at many places. The recent trend of 

lynching of Muslim youths on suspicion of carrying beef is a case in 

point where an animal which was a symbol of worship has now 

become a reason of animosity between religion. 

2. Ghar wapsi campaign : Which is done when people come 

back to their old faith by practicing certain rituals. These rituals 

have a lot of communal overtone as they are done to purify a 

person who had become polluted by accepting a new faith. It 

basically undermines other religion. This is a classic example of 

religiosity turning into communalism. 

 

20. “The growth of cities as I.T. hubs has opened up new avenues 

of employment, but has also created new problems”. 

Substantiate this statement with examples  (250 words) 

 

Answer : Although the growth of cities has opened up new 

avenues for employment but has created new problems such as : 

 

Infrastructural challenges 

Housing 

Housing provision for the growing urban population is the biggest 

challenge . Housing shortage has led to proliferation of both the 

slums and also illegal constructions within the city precincts . Eg : 

Pune 
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Safe Drinking Water 

The safe drinking water sources are also found to be 

contaminated because of which water in the cities are 

inadequate. The cities lack adequate water treatment facilities. 

Eg- Bengaluru 

 

Sanitation 

The poor sanitation condition is another gloomy feature in urban 

areas and particularly in slums and unauthorized colonies of urban 

areas. The drainage system in many unorganized colonies and 

slums are either not existing and if existing are in a bad shape and 

in bits resulting in blockage of waste water. This unsanitary 

conditions lead to many sanitation related diseases such as 

diahorrea and malaria. Unsafe garbage disposal is one of the 

critical problem in urban areas and garbage management 

always remained a major challenge. Eg- Chennai 

 

Inadequate Health Facilities / Expensive Health facilities  

Health expenditure induced poverty ( Medical poverty ) is 

High in urban areas due to exorbitant rates of medical treatment. 

 

Urban public transport 

As high income individual are buying more private vehicle and 

use less public transport. Such huge number of vehicles in cities is 

causing more traffic jam, which in turn decreases the efficiency of 

public transport. Also the penetration of public transport is less, 

which make people use private vehicle. Public transport 

is less disabled friendly. There is also lack of infrastructure and poor 

maintenance of existing public transport infrastructure Eg: 

Bengaluru. 

 

Environmental concern 

Vulnerability to risk posed by the increasing man-made and 

natural disasters. Eg: Chennai floods . 

 

Urban Crime 

High rates of urban crime in the I.T hub areas . EG: Bengaluru mass 

molesting cases. The crimes against women are also increasing in 

these areas. 
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Social : 

 

Increasing instances of nuclear families , where the parents are 

not able to devote adequate time towards their children. 

 

Increasing rate of divorces in the urban areas is being witnessed. 

 

Also there is rise in regionalism in these cities along with 

xenophobia towards the migrants from other states. Eg: Exodus of 

Assamese people from Bengaluru. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


